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Chapter 2821

This amounts of two billion a year!

It is only then that he understood that a person’s bottom line could shift at any moment.

At times, he believed his bottom line is crystal clear and his attitude is unwavering.
That’s because he has never been faced with a strong enough temptation.

There would be no bottom line at this stage if the temptation had exceeded one’s
psychological standards and even explicitly provided him with a super deterrent.

True, Luther was angered by the Su Family’s abandonment of Ruoli, and also their
actions of betraying her.

That kind of rage is like a never-ending forest fire that is difficult to put out with ordinary
force.

The anger in his heart seemed to be greatly calmed in an instant when he heard the
price of 2 billion.

It was as if a sudden wave had rushed through the burning forest with unprecedented
speed and intensity.

What if the forest fire is especially ferocious?

Isn’t it enough for a tsunami to submerge the whole forest, never mind a forest fire?

The bottom line has been defeated.



For a long time, Anson stayed quiet.

His eyes, like eagles’, have been eagle-like in their observation of the father and son in
front of him, noting all of their facial expressions, eye, and even movement shifts.

Anson’s greatest skill is his ability to observe words and colors.

Mr. Su’s eyes are just as accurate as a polygraph after so many years with him.

He can simply and unequivocally determine that the father and son in front of him have
been enticed.

He was finally relieved as a result of this.

Surprisingly: “The master remains concerned that two billion would fall short of
impressing the He family.

The psychological cost of this family does not appear to be as high as the master
predicted. Two billion appears to be a little excessive.

Let’s say he started with a billion. Let’s talk, there have been several tugs-of-war, and
He’s family will undoubtedly be settled within 1.5 billion! What a shame, at least 500
million was wasted, and if the price remains the same, 2 billion will be invested every
year for the next ten years. It’s $20 billion… which means at least $5 billion has been
invested over the next ten years excessively…”

But then he had a change of heart and thought: “However, the Su family is currently in a
state of emergency, and the father’s own safety has become a concern. It isn’t the best
time to haggle.

The top priority is to quickly get the He family over and ensure the Su father’s safety.
The elderly gentleman must have his own strategy.

For the He family, this price will be retained for a period of one or two years. When the
crisis is over, the old man will no longer be able to support the He family at such a high
rate.”

Anson felt a bit more at ease after thinking about it.



Chapter 2822
“Mr. He, what do you think of it?” he immediately asked Luther.

“I just didn’t expect Master Su to respect the He family so much…” Luther felt a dry pain
in his throat, swallowed, and then said,

“Of course, our master doesn’t respect the He family for one or two days,” Anson said
with a smile.

Anson smiled as he said, waving his hand and saying:

“Let’s not talk about these ridiculous things because I am old. I’ve only recently relayed
the master’s words to you. You are the He family’s leader, and do you think the He
family would recognize the master? You must provide me with a firm answer.”

Luther nodded and calmly weighed the advantages and disadvantages of the He
family’s approval or rejection of this matter.

Guaranteed, the advantages would be multiple.

Returning to the Su family’s authority, with enough funds, the younger generations of
the family will be able to provide all of the resources required to practice martial arts at
any expense.

Perhaps within a few years, the He family would be able to produce a group of
exceptional geniuses similar to Ruoli.

This is extremely important to the He family.

Since, once the younger generation’s overall strength has improved significantly, the
entire He family will easily begin attacking their foes.

The He family has been around for hundreds of years, and every Patriarch’s greatest
wish is for the He family to rise to the top of the domestic martial arts family.

Climbing to the top allows you to see all of the mountains, both large and small.



One of the eight large families, one of the four large families, or one of the three large
families is no more.

Rather, the biggest and most strong!

There’s no one left!

This is one of the advantages of working with the Su family.

What, on the other hand, are the drawbacks of agreeing with the Su family?

Luther pondered it as if he had nothing else to think about except his aching heart and
pity for his daughter Roma and granddaughter Ruoli.

It’s a complete waste of time…

On the one side, his daughter and granddaughter were betrayed by the He family’s
centuries-old scheme.

Great variations have emerged from the beginning of this balance.

Luther immediately felt like he didn’t need to worry about this issue at all.

Why wait any longer?

It is time to begin a new journey.

Chapter 2823
Tom on the side, sweating profusely as he watched his father not respond to Anson’s
question.

What concerns him the most now is that if his father’s brain is short-circuited and he
rejects Anson, it would be disastrous.



As a result, he hurriedly stated: “Dad, it’s you! Master Su sincerely welcomed us back,
and he sent Steward Su directly to invite us. Why should we take our time?”

“I am not hesitant, I am not hesitant, I had already thought about it, but I didn’t think
about how to say it,” Luther said.

However, after considering whether or not his son had responded, he added a step
between himself and Anson.

He didn’t know what to say at first, but he felt like his son just decided too quickly, and it
seemed a little too open for money.

No one wanted to wear such a hat, even though he had truly opened his eyes after
seeing the money.

Since the son had spoken first, it was akin to putting on the hat before the money was
opened.

You can borrow the donkey from the hill, which is convenient for you.

So he solemnly nodded and said, “Tom is right, Steward Su. This time, Master Su is
completely sincere. It’s not safe for us to deny…”

“Then Mr. He have you agreed?” Anson, overjoyed, asked hurriedly.

“Yes, I promised!” Luther said softly.

“Wow!” exclaims the speaker. “Master, if he knows this news, he must be very pleased!”
Anson slapped his thigh and exclaimed cheerfully.

Tom was also delighted, and he exclaimed,

“Can we set up the follow-up procedure with the steward Su now that we decided to
return to the Su family?

When will it pass, for example, and how will the subsequent payments be made?”



Anson quickly replied: “Tom, because Elder He has agreed, I believe it is best for us to
report to the master right away and let him arrange the plane and bus, after which Elder
He will quickly notify the entire He family.

Overnight, pack the things. When the bus arrives next morning, we’ll all travel together
to the airport, where we’ll board a special plane to Suzhou.”

“Do you want to go to Suzhou?” “Don’t you go to Eastcliff?” Luther inquired, shocked.

Chapter 2824
Anson immediately replied: “Isn’t it just the first month of the year? The weather in the
south is warming up, and spring is in full bloom.

The master has relocated to Suzhou for a period of time, so let us fly to Suzhou to meet
with him.”

Luther!

However, he had not anticipated the Su family’s request being so urgent that he would
have to pack overnight and leave early the next morning.

“Steward Su, the remaining one billion, I don’t know what Master Su planned for that?”
Tom hurriedly chuckled.

Anson said with a smile: “If the He family wishes to continue cooperating with the Su
family, Master said that he would arrange for someone to sign the contract as soon as
the He family arrives in Suzhou, and the remaining time will be the first time after the
contract is signed.

The billions we’ve spent have been paid in full. We used to pay monthly remuneration,
but in the future, we won’t be as bothersome and will pay them all annually!”

“Wow, that’s fantastic!”

Tom was giddy with anticipation.



Two billion a year is also a significant amount.

It’s even more remarkable if it’s a one-time bill.

You will save a lot of money if you pay monthly.

Put two billion in the bank and leave it to the bank’s fund manager to handle, and the
one-year yield will be more than 10% or even more!

Luther was able to quantify the account, and he was naturally happier in his heart, so he
said without hesitation:

“In this situation, Anson, let’s make our arrangements separately. I’ll tell the rest of the
family to pack their belongings, and you and Master Su will return here. Then arrange
buses and planes based on the circumstances.”

“All right!” “In this situation, please ask Mr. He to arrange a room for me, and I will return
to the room to organize these items,” Anson said excitedly.

“Tom, you’ve come to make plans for Steward Su!” Luther said, nodding.

Tom laughed hurriedly and said, “It’s not a problem, it’s not a problem! Su, the
housekeeper, please accompany me!”

Anson quickly replied: “You must find a warm room for me, Tom. I can’t bear it because
it’s so cold…”

Tom said with a smile:

“Don’t worry, the He family only hires people who sleep in a house without fire, with the
rest of the house heated by the floor.

It’s nearly 30 degrees Celsius in here, so short sleeves are fine!”

“Wow!” exclaims the speaker.

“Take me over, my scorching face is about to break…” Anson yelled as he wrapped a
thick down jacket around his shoulders.



Tom quickly made an inviting motion and said, “Steward Su, please!”

Chapter 2825
Anson rose to his feet and addressed Luther, saying, “If that’s the case, Old He, I’ll go
with Tom.

Furthermore, Mocheng is too far away, and getting here is inconvenient.

Planes and buses must, I think, be organized. It’s been late. It’s almost twelve o’clock.
Tomorrow morning, we are tentatively expected to depart at ten a.m. What are your
thoughts?”

“No problem,” Luther said flatly, “we’ll leave on time tomorrow at ten o’clock!”

“Then I will retire first!” Anson said, smiling and clasping his fists.

After that, he went to the guest room with Tom.

Luther was shocked when he was left alone.

He felt more or less unbearable and guilty when he thought of his daughter Roma.

He realized he couldn’t pass up the chance to collaborate with Su family because of his
daughter’s feelings.

As a result, he readily agreed to the family’s offer for assistance.

His only concern now is not understanding how to communicate with Roma. Can Roma
blame him if she finds out?

When he thought this, he couldn’t help but feel: “Ruoli is more important to Roma than
herself. If I go back to work with the Su family, she will not forgive me for wanting to do
this…”



“With the Su family’s two billion in hand, I’ll be able to give Roma more money by then
so she can keep searching for her daughter. This, too, is a viable option.”

“Roma would not have to go to Su’s house at that time. Simply take the money from
Su’s house and go outside to look for Ruoli. Even if she never finds her, if I let her
search like this, she will be fine……”

He felt a bit more at ease at this stage.

While the time was a little late, to a practicing family member like Roma, it was nothing.

So he took out his phone and dialed her number.

Some terms, he thought, needed to be explained ahead of time.

If you wait until tomorrow, after the entire family has gone to Suzhou, to tell Roma, she
will undoubtedly be upset.

Perhaps if your first step with love, then understand with reason, and then pair with the
promise of money, she’ll understand and embrace her his arrangements!


